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representing the angular momentum J, has the same
properties as a standard angular momentum and obeys
the following commutation relations:
[H;J
2
] = 0; [H; J
i














where H is the Hamiltonian. Notice that the commuta-
tion relations fail on the string, however, H and J may
be extended to self-adjoint operators satisfying the com-
mutation relations of Eqs. (10), (11) for any value of 
[14, 15, 16].
Now following [3, 4], let us cover the two-dimensional
sphere S
2
of xed radius r > 0 by two neighborhoods
0   < =2 + " and =2   "   < . The vector


















where (r; ; ') are the spherical coordinates. Notice that
A
N;S
have singularities on (S;N ) pole of the sphere and





lated by a gauge transformation.































































































	 = E	; (16)
admits the separation of variables and, putting 	 =








































 = m+ ;  = m   
where z = (1 cos )=2, we obtain the resultant equation













  abF = 0 (18)
where
c = m+ + 1; a + b = 2m + 1;
ab = (m  l)(l +m + 1): (19)
The hypergeometric function F (a; b; c; z) diverges
when <(c b a)   1, and it reduces to a polynomial of
degree n in z when a or b is equal to  n; (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :).
For a being negative integer we nd that the correspond-










(z) is a polynomial in z of degree n.
Here we are looking for the regular solutions, like (20),
of the Schrodinger equation (17). The requirement of the
wave function being single valued force us to take m+ 











F (a; b; c; z); (21)
 = m + ;  = m   ; c = m+ + 1
where C
lm
is the normalization and for the parameters
a and b we have:
a =  n; b = n+ +  + 1; if  = 0; 1; 2; : : :;
a = n + 1; b =  n    ; if  =  1; 2; : : : :






















 = l+   n;  = l    n and l = m+ n. Since m+



















is a solution of the Schrodinger equation corresponding











being single valued yields 2
being integer. Thus, for a given  a weight  is quantizied
parameter in units of .
The wave functions Y
(;n)
;l
form a complete set
of orthonormal solutions that implies any solution















3Similar consideration can be done for the vector poten-
tial A
S
. In this case (l   ) 2Zand the corresponding







set of orthonormal solutions as well.




weighted monopole harmonics. They are
regular for the all allowed values of l; n and . When
n + , n +  and n +  +  all are integers  0 and
 = 0 the weighted monopole harmonics are reduced to
the monopole harmonics introduced by Wu and Yang [4],
and the imposed here restrictions on the values of n; 
and  yield the Dirac quantization condition.
III. NONUNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF
THE ROTATION GROUP AND SOLUTION OF
DIRAC'S MONOPOLE PROBLEM
It is known that the unitary representations of the
rotation group leads to Dirac's quantization condition,
2 2Z[14, 15, 16, 23]. Thus, the unique way to avoid the
Dirac's rule is to consider nonunitray representations. In
what follows, assuming  being arbitrary parameter, we
are looking for nonunitary representations of the rotation
group relating to an arbitrary magnetic charge [20, 21].
















we denote the states by jl; ni; n = 0; 1; : : : ;1. For the





(2l + n)(n+ 1)jl; n+ 1i; (25)
J
 
jl; ni =  
p
n(2l + n  1)jl; n  1i; (26)
J
0
jl; ni = (l + n)jl; ni: (27)
The representation is characterized by the eigenvalue l of
the highest-weight state: jl; 0i such that J
 
jl; 0i = 0 and
J
0









and remembering that m +  2 Z(see Sec. 2)
we conclude that l+  is an integer. Thus, the represen-
tation bounded below also can be characterized by l + 
being integer. Taking into account the restriction follow-
ing from the Schr

dinger equation: l(l + 1)   
2
 0, we
nd that the allowed values of l are
l = jj+ f ( + jj)g+ k; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :: (28)
For the representation bounded above we have
J
+
jl; ni =  
p





(n + 1)(2l + n)jl; n+ 1i; (30)
J
0
jl; ni =  (l + n)jl; ni: (31)
This representation is characterized by the eigenvalue  l
of the highest-weight state: jl; 0i such that J
+
jl; 0i = 0
and J
0
jl; 0i =  ljl; 0i. We found that in this case l   
is an integer and the allowed values of l are
l = jj+ f  jjg+ k; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :: (32)
The obtained representations can be realized in the
space of holomorphic functions of a complex variable z.
Following [22] we assign a \wave function" hzjl; ni by
(l + )) hzjl; ni = Az
n
; (33)





 (2l + n)= (n+ 1) (2l   1) is a normal-
ization,   being the Gamma function. The monomials
(33) and (34) form the basis for the analytic functions in
the unit disc D : jzj  1 and in
e
D : jzj  1 respectively.





































The inner product of two holomorphic functions is de-
ned as follows:



























With the introduced inner product the group representa-
tion is innite dimensional, irreducible and nonunitary.
Finite-dimensional representation arises when l takes
the exceptional values 2l = p with p being positive in-
teger. In this case the representation is unitary and
bounded from above and below. One has the standard
selectional rules: l = jj + k; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; m =
 l; : : : ; l; and the Dirac quantization condition holds [4].
Returning to the eigenvalues equations
J
2
Y (z) = l(l + 1)Y (z); (40)
J
0
Y (z) = (l + n)Y (z) (41)




(z) of Eqs. (33), (34) satisfy the Schr

dinger equa-
tion (17). Introducing the wave function as follows:









we obtain the solution of the monopole problem inside of
the unit disc and for an arbitrary monopole charge.
4For D

being unit disc we relate z 2 D
+
to the points
of the upper semi sphere 
+
via the stereographic pro-
jection from the south pole and z 2 D
 
to the points
of the lower semi-sphere 
 
via the stereographic pro-








, we have the solution of the
















IV. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS AND
MONOPOLE CHARGE QUANTIZATION
Before proceeding let us note that with the represen-























; 2~ 2Z: (44)






















(r n)  dr
r
2





being polar angle in the plane orthogonal to n.
We start with an observation that due to the string
quantization one has the equivalence relation: 2
0
 =
2 modZ. Therefore, further we restrict ourselves by
the gauge transformations, that do not change the weight





























































Let denote by n
0
= gn; g 2 SO(3), the left action of the








symmetry of the theory it follows immediately that an








by rotation r! rg. Using this fact and adopting results
of [4, 5, 24] we nd that an arbitrary gauge transforma-
tion U
g































()  d; r
0
= rg (50)








is the so-called rst cochain [5, 6, 25].
Actually, U
g
is an operator of the parallel transport along
the geodesics on the two-dimensional sphere of the xed
radius r.
























































































; : : : ; g
n
) [6, 25].





















is a magnetic ux through the geodesic trian-
gle   S
2






). Since B = rA
locally, but not globally then 
2
is a 2-cochain and not a























 ds being contribution of the string is
not zero if and only if the string crosses .









the plane passing through the origin of coordinates and












































+ 4(1  2) = Æ
1
+ 4 mod 2Z:







, we nd that 2-cochain 
2





































































































is a three cocycle
5FromEqs.(52) and (55) it follows 
3
= 4 mod 2Z













) or zero otherwise [27].





































































We say that Eqs.(57)-(59) dene a gauge loop. This is a
special case of transformation quasigroup introduced by
Batalin [28] and a 3-cocycle, being a `measure' of nonas-
sociativity, can be related with an associator in theory of
quasigroups and loops [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
The gauge loop is associated also with the loop QU(1)
dened as a loop of multiplication by unimodular com-








   = +  + F (; ); F (; 0) = F (0; ) = 0:
Before proceeding notice that QU(1) is isomorphic to the
group U(1) if
F (; ) + F (  ; )   F (; ) 
 F (;   ) = 0 mod 2Z; (61)
that is a 2-cocycle condition Æ
2
= 0 mod 2Z.
Assuming QU(1) to be a local loop we dene a respec-

























Here the operation (r)  (r) is given by Eq.(60)















2 SO(3). For computing g

we em-
ploy the rotational symmetry of the theory. This implies
that for a given string S

n






























It should be considered as the equation for nding g

.
Returning now to Eq. (63) we see that the local loop
QU(1) becomes the gauge loop dened by Eqs. (57),
(58).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
We deduced a consistent pointlike monopole theory,
with an arbitrary magnetic charge, involving nonunitary
representations of the rotation group and making use of
nonassociative QU(1) bundle over S
2
, where QU(1) is the
structure loop [29, 30, 31]. From our approach it follows
a generalized quantization condition, 2 2Z, that can
be considered as quantization of the weight string instead
of the monopole charge. In particular cases  = 1 and
 = 1=2 it yields the Dirac and Schwinger selectional
rules respectively.
At rst sight our results are in contradiction with well
known topological and geometrical arguments in behalf
of Dirac quantization rule [2, 3, 10]. For the better under-
standing of the problem let us notice that known proofs
are based on employing unitary nite-dimensional repre-
sentations of the rotation group or classical bre bundle
theory. One can remove the eect of 3-cocycle impos-
ing the Dirac quantization condition, however, this arises
only from a realization of the monopole as U(1) bundle
over S
2
[3, 4, 6]. This implies that there exists the di-
vision of space into overlapping regions fU
i
g such that
nonsingular vector potential can be dened and yields































)) = exp(i4); (65)







mod 2Z. This gives 2 2Zand the Dirac quantization
condition appears again, now as a necessary condition to
have a consistent U(1)-bundle over S
2
. Notice that it is
consequence of the dynamics and not of the representa-
tion theory [6].
While the Jacobi identity holds for the generators of
the rotation group [14, 15, 16] the situation with the
translations in the background of the monopole is quite
dierent. The dierence has a topological nature and
arises from the non-trivial toplogy of the orbit space.
In the case of the rotations, the orbit space is just a
two-dimensional sphere S
2
. For the translations the or-
bit space is three-dimensional space R
3
with one point
removed and its non-trivial topology provides the non-
vanishing three-cocycle [8]. Thus, the Jacobi identity
fails for the gauge invariant algebra of translations and
for the nite translations fU
a





















For the Dirac quantization condition being satised one
has 
3
= 0 mod 2Z, and (66) provides an associative
representation of the translations, in spite of the fact that
the Jacobi identity continues to fail.
Since a conventional quantum mechanics deals with
linear Hilbert space operators, the Dirac quantization
6rule is a necessary condition for the consistency of quan-
tum mechanics in the presence of a monopole. Avoiding
this condition forces us to go beyond the standard quan-
tum mechanical approach and introduce a nonassociative
algebra of observables [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Notice that in or-
dinary quantum mechanics the Schrodinger and Heisen-
berg pictures are equivalent, but the same is not true in
a nonassociative quantum mechanics. Indeed, whilst the
concept of the Hilbert space failed for nonassociative al-
gebras, the Heisenberg approach could be still realized
[34, 35, 36]. In a possible nonassociative quantum me-
chanics one must give up a conventional description of
the quantum mechanics provided by Hilbert space con-
cept and look for the generalization based on the Heisen-
berg approach and maybe only in terms of density matrix
[9, 35, 36].
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